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Preface

This volume summarizes a comprehensive empirical analysis of the permanent partial disability component of California's workers' compensation system. Established early in this century, this system processes hundreds of thousands of claims from injured workers every year and pays out billions of dollars in benefits. It has been widely criticized as complicated and providing minimal compensation at high costs.

Reform legislation in 1993 established the Commission on Health and Safety and Workers' Compensation, a politically balanced body meant to oversee and deal with possible changes in the system. One of the commission's charges was to evaluate the system's permanent partial disability component. The evaluation was conducted by RAND's Institute for Civil Justice.

The results of this evaluation should be of interest to a wide variety of participants in California's workers' compensation system, including employers, insurers, attorneys, and employee groups. The study findings will also be useful to workers' compensation experts in other states that are considering changes in their workers' compensation systems.

In light of these diverse audiences, we present our findings in several forms. This volume summarizes our methods and findings. A detailed discussion of the evaluation can be found in *Compensating Permanent Workplace Injuries: A Study of the California System*, Mark A. Peterson, Robert T. Reville, and Rachel Kaganoff Stern, with Peter S. Barth, MR-920-ICJ, 1997 (forthcoming).
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1. Introduction

California's workers' compensation system embodies a historic bargain struck early in this century between labor and employers. Workers injured on the job gave up the right to sue their employers for full but uncertain damages under tort liability in exchange for limited but certain benefits under a statutory compensation system. In return, workers receive medical treatment, temporary disability payments until they return to work, rehabilitation benefits (added in 1975), and financial compensation for their permanent disabilities. Permanent benefits are based on workers' disabilities, defined by statute as the loss of capacity to compete in the open labor market.

California's system is vast. There are more than 300,000 claims annually in the state; billions of dollars are paid in benefits. In recent years, employers' tab for insurance premiums ran between $6 billion and $9 billion a year. This total excludes the costs for firms self-insuring their workers, who account for approximately 30 percent of the losses in the state.

The system has been widely criticized. It is procedurally complicated. It provides minimal compensation at high costs. System participants believe that ratings are often inconsistent, benefits unpredictable, and the validity of ratings questionable. Many stakeholders complain that the system is too litigious.

Major statutory changes in 1989 and 1993 attempted to address some of these concerns. The 1993 reform legislation established the Commission on Health and Safety and Workers' Compensation, a politically balanced body meant to oversee and deal with possible changes in the system. One of the commission's charges was to evaluate the system for determining payment for permanent partial disability (PPD). This executive summary provides the highlights of that evaluation, conducted by RAND's Institute for Civil Justice (ICJ).

The ICJ's evaluation was based on six related tasks:

- Detailed qualitative interviews with more than 50 key participants in two matched sets of interviews in Northern and Southern California;
- A review of the pertinent literature;
- A review of important recent developments in the treatment of PPD claims in other states;
- "Stakeholder" interviews with representatives of principal interest groups who operate in or are affected by the workers' compensation system;
- Statistical analyses of major databases describing the processing of workers' compensation claims;
- A wage loss study that examined the financial effects of permanent disabilities on injured workers and the validity of the current disability rating system.
2. The History of Workers' Compensation in California

Workers' compensation programs were an outcome of the Progressive Era, when reformers responded to both labor and employer concerns about high rates of work-related injuries, insufficient compensation to injured workers, and continuing employer uncertainty about how to predict the costs related to these injuries. California's workers' compensation system was established in 1913 by the Boynton Act, which required that employers, with some exceptions such as the agricultural sector, provide workers' compensation benefits to their employees. Benefits for permanent disability, including permanent partial disability, were an essential part of the workers' compensation scheme.

In California, injured workers who have suffered some level of permanent disability begin to receive PPD benefits when (a) they have returned to work after an injury or (b) their condition is judged unlikely to improve further, even with additional medical treatment. PPD payments are meant to compensate workers for their disability, specifically for their lost ability to compete in the open labor market.

There are several reasons why California measures disability by this abstraction—lost ability to compete—rather than by simply looking at how much income a worker has lost. First, income loss frequently continues past the date when benefits are determined so that the total income loss cannot simply be added up. Second, workers' incentives to return to work could be weakened if their benefits were directly determined by the amount of income they lost. Third, determining benefits directly from lost income would poorly reward workers who show the most initiative in returning to work and would over-reward those who make the least effort.

Disability ratings are determined by a disability schedule that assesses the effect of scheduled injuries among workers in different occupations and adjusts for age. The higher the rating, the larger the number of weeks of benefits the worker receives, from 3 weeks for the lowest ratings to 694 weeks followed by lower-value life annuities for the highest. Permanent partial disability payments are based on the disability rating as well as on pre-injury wages; they have a ceiling of $230 per week for the highest disability ratings and $140 per week for the lowest.

The rating schedule includes virtually every form of disability, and ratings based on the schedule are deemed *prima facie* evidence of disability in any compensation proceeding. In practice, however, and for a variety of reasons, schedule-based computations of disability level can be the source of many disputes.

- Subjective medical findings such as pain enter into the calculation of disability ratings.
- Every factor determining disability ratings can be disputed in some circumstance.
The primacy of medical reports as the basis for awarding PPD benefits may transform the adjudication process into a contest between competing medical evaluations.

Litigation may be exacerbated by a statutory provision that entitles an employee to reimbursement for medical-legal expenses necessarily incurred in making a claim, even if the claim is later deemed non-compensable. Expenses can include costs for x-rays, laboratory fees, diagnostic tests, medical records, medical reports, medical testimony, and legal fees necessary to prove a contested claim.

In 1989 and 1993, California implemented major statutory changes to address a broad range of workers' compensation issues. Highlights of these reforms include restructuring the medical-legal process, limiting compensability of psychiatric and post-termination claims, increasing benefit payments for moderate and serious disabilities, capping vocational rehabilitation payments, increasing fraud deterrence, and deregulating insurance rates.

It is still too early to assess the full effects of these reforms. Cases operating under the pre-1989 rules are still in the system; some that are subject to the 1989 rules, rather than the newer 1993 rules, are still open. But our interviews with system participants, described below, give some sense of how the reforms have affected the functioning and outcomes of the PPD system.
3. Qualitative Portrait of the Workers' Compensation System

Our interviews with knowledgeable participants in the workers' compensation system provided insight into how the system really operates, helped us take account of the diverse concerns of system participants, and gave us a sense of how participants felt the system had been affected by the 1989 and 1993 reforms. These limited interviews did not themselves drive our conclusions about California's PPD system; however, they helped direct our quantitative analyses, which were free of the inherent unrepresentativeness and self-interested biases of the interview materials.

We interviewed a broad variety of system participants in two matched sets--in the north and in the south of the state. They included applicant and defense attorneys, treating physicians, forensic physicians (experts who specialize in providing workers' compensation evaluations), third-party claims administrators, self-insured firms, insurers, and staff of the Division of Workers' Compensation, including representatives of the Disability Evaluation Unit (DEU), the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB), and the Industrial Medical Council--entities responsible for evaluating or processing workers' compensation claims.

Our interviews and review of prior quantitative analyses indicated that the 1989 and 1993 reforms brought about the following changes: The number of PPD claims, workers' compensation premiums, and insurer's costs have decreased; medical costs have fallen sharply; and abusive claims practices have been reduced. Views about whether specific changes improved the workers' compensation system were mixed. However, everyone we interviewed agreed that the system remains highly adversarial and litigious, that it is excessively complex--now even more so as a result of the legislative changes, that the system is increasingly impenetrable to persons who are not regulars, and that it is a costly system delivering modest benefits.

There was a general feeling across participant groups that despite reductions in the number of claims filed, the system is still overwhelmed. Many members of the insurance, employer, and attorney communities complained about continuing delays in claims processing and evaluation at the Disability Evaluation Unit and at the Workers' Compensation Appeals Board. In addition, increased system complexity has caused insurers, third-party administrators, and attorneys to substantially reduce the caseload that they can expect adjusters and attorneys to manage.

There was concern, but little agreement, about how to improve the quality of medical evaluations used as the basis for determining ratings. Insurers, employers, attorneys, and even physicians themselves admitted that many doctors submitting medical evaluations are not well prepared for this important task. Many who expressed such concern also wanted to eliminate the current "presumption of correctness" afforded to treating
physicians—that is, the heavy reliance upon the disability rating derived from evaluations by treating physicians.

Both participant and stakeholder interviews revealed sharply divergent views about key features of the treatment of PPD claims, particularly the process for determining disability ratings. Employers, insurers, and some defense lawyers complained that the disability schedule, particularly its reliance on unverifiable subjective findings, produced inconsistent ratings and unnecessary litigation. On the other hand, applicant lawyers and some defense lawyers found the disability schedule and process workable, with the flexibility needed to address fairly the enormous variety of PPD claims.
4. Wage Loss Study

Our wage loss study is central to evaluating the treatment of PPD claims. California law states that the amount of PPD benefits should reflect injured workers' reduced ability to compete in an open labor market, a competitive disadvantage that should be reflected in a reduction of post-injury income derived from wages. The amount of this wage loss provides a potential empirical measure of disability: the larger the percentage of wages that a worker loses after injury, the larger the disability. Analyses of wage loss also provide an empirical measure of the adequacy of workers' compensation benefits—that is, the fraction of a worker's wage loss that is replaced by such benefits.

To investigate these issues, we obtained California Employment Development Department (EDD) data on quarterly earnings between 1989 and 1996 for 30,000 PPD applicants who had workplace injuries between 1991 and 1994. These data provided several years of information about each worker's earnings both before and after the injury. We then linked the EDD wage data for each worker to Workers' Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau (WCIRB) data on disability ratings, date of injury, and benefits paid.

The wage loss analysis requires comparing an observable number—workers' actual post-injury wages, which we obtained from the EDD—with an unobservable, hypothetical number—what workers would have earned, but for their injuries. To estimate the latter, we obtained actual EDD wages for a matched control group, i.e., uninjured workers who were working in the same firm at the same time and for similar wages as the PPD claimants to whom they were matched.

By comparing wages of injured and control workers before the injury date, we were able to support the reasonableness of using the controls' post-injury wages as an estimate of what injured workers would have earned, but for their injuries. Average wages for PPD claimants and control workers were virtually identical as far back as our data went, up to five years before the injury.

Injured workers' wage losses can occur in two different ways. First, the injury may remove a worker from the labor market (either temporarily or permanently) so that the worker has no earnings. Second, when working, the worker may earn less than he/she otherwise would have. The wage loss comparisons showed that injured workers suffered both types of losses and that, in combination, the loss was profound.

Workplace injuries are followed by long and often recurrent reductions in time at work; these absences cause significant wage losses.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of the number of injured workers at work to the number of control workers at work over the period before and after the former's injury. The ratio is reported by the disability rating of the injured worker. Beginning with the quarter in which the injury occurs, injured workers experience significant reductions in time at
work, and the reductions increase with the disability rating. Even four and five years after the injury, injured workers continue to experience more time out of work than their controls. The difference at five years ranges from 10 percent fewer working among the lowest disability rating to more than 50 percent fewer working at the highest rating.

Figure 1--Ratio of Number of Workers Injured Between 1991 and 1993 Working in Quarter to Number of Matched Controls Working, by Disability Rating

When PPD claimants return to work after their injuries, they receive substantially lower wages. Figure 2 shows before-tax quarterly wages among the PPD claimants compared to wages for controls who are working. The gap between the two sets of wages represents PPD claimants' wage losses as measured by the difference between the groups' quarterly income from wages while both worked. This pattern of reduced income from wages for injured workers continues throughout the four to five years of data covered by our analyses.
Figure 2--Mean Quarterly Wages and Benefits for Injured Workers Injured Between 1991 and 1993 and Controls, Including Only Quarters When Both Are Working

Figure 3 compares average quarterly before-tax earnings of the injured workers and controls, including zero income for either controls or injured workers not at work. Together the shaded areas represent the full measure of earnings loss from both reduced wages and increased time out of work.

Figure 3--Mean Quarterly Wages and Benefits for Injured Workers Injured Between 1991 and 1993 and Controls, Including Injury-Related Time Out of Work
The joint effect of both losses is profound: Injured workers spend less time at work and, when working, earn less than their controls. For example, PPD claimants injured in 1991 and 1992 received approximately 40 percent less earnings than their controls over the four to five years after their injuries.

A primary objective of California's workers' compensation system is to ameliorate injury-related wage losses and support workers for some period of time until they can adjust to their changed financial circumstances. The system provides temporary disability benefits during the initial period after an injury, maintenance for workers in vocational rehabilitation programs, and permanent partial disability benefits after workers return to work or when their medical conditions stabilize. The goal of temporary benefits is to replace two-thirds of the pre-injury wage. The goal of permanent benefits is to compensate for lost ability to compete. We measure this lost ability as wages lost and assume that the goal for permanent partial disability compensation is comparable to the goal for temporary benefits: the replacement of two-thirds of wages lost.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate how much of the wage loss (i.e., the gap between PPD claimants' wages and controls' wages) is reduced by workers' compensation benefits and how much remains uncompensated. The benefits counted include temporary disability, permanent partial disability, and vocational rehabilitation maintenance allowance. For represented claimants, benefits also include the fees paid to lawyers. During the first five years the benefits failed to meet the objective of compensating injured workers for two-thirds of wage loss. Benefits totaled slightly less than 40 percent of workers' full losses--losses both from being out of work and from their reduced wages during employment (Figure 3). Even using the conservative estimate of wage loss shown on Figure 2 (wages lost during the initial period of employment after injury and then differences in wages between PPD claimants and controls when both were working), benefits compensated slightly less than half of wage loss.

We simulated three adjustments to our analyses to investigate the sensitivity of our results to various limitations of our data.

- We examined how taxes affect wage replacement. Benefits are tax free and therefore more valuable than the taxable wages lost to injured workers. When the tax status of benefits is considered, after-tax wage replacement rates are significantly higher than before-tax rates, approaching two-thirds for our conservative measure based on income while working, but still below 50 percent for full losses including time out of work.
- We observed continuing wage loss in the last year of our data, but few of the claimants were still eligible to receive benefits. We simulated the effect of continued wage loss for 10 years after the injury; the simulation lowered wage replacement rates by more than the tax adjustment raised them.
- We investigated how the benefit schedule adopted in the 1993 reforms would have affected benefits for our sample of workers injured in 1991-1993. The percentage of wage loss replaced by workers' compensation benefits would have increased from 48 to 53 percent, based on the conservative income while working,
and from 38 to 42 percent, based on full lost wages. Measured against the two-thirds replacement criterion, the rates are still inadequate.

Injured workers may also receive compensation from other programs over the four to five years after the injury, such as Social Security Disability Insurance or Unemployment Insurance. The estimated replacement rates, therefore, do not necessarily reflect the replacement of income by all social insurance programs, only workers' compensation. To fully assess the financial consequences of a workplace injury, future research must also consider the availability of other income support programs.
5. Analyses of Disability Ratings and the Claims Process

Our analyses of available workers' compensation databases provided a way to examine issues raised in the interviews. These analyses drew primarily on the Uniform Statistical Report claims database provided to us by the WCIRB. These data, which included hundreds of thousands of PPD claims made to insured employers from 1989 through 1994, account for about 70 percent of PPD claims but do not provide direct information about the PPD process among self-insured employers. We based additional analyses on data from the Disability Evaluation Unit of the Division of Workers' Compensation.

The broadest conclusion flowing from these data analyses is that the workers' compensation system faces two different sets of PPD claims that present divergent demands and problems. As Figure 4 suggests, by almost every measure California's PPD system is overwhelmingly a system for dealing with "minor" disabilities (defined as disability ratings below 25 percent): PPD claims with disability ratings under 25 account for 90 percent of PPD claims, 80 percent of medical benefits, 70 percent of indemnity benefits, and 60 percent of legal fees.

![Figure 4: The Vast Majority of PPD Claims Involve Low Ratings](image)

**Figure 4--The Vast Majority of PPD Claims Involve Low Ratings**

Higher-rated PPD claims, described as "major" claims by the WCIRB, involve larger individual financial stakes, and their ratings present problems of inconsistency and subjectivity that trouble critics. But these major claims are exceptional; they do not represent what the workers' compensation system mostly does.
Despite these differences, minor and major claims go through the same workers' compensation process and both types experience significant delays. Most minor claims take three or more years to resolve, even though minor claimants leave temporary disability within five months. Unfortunately, major claims take even longer. Because all PPD claims go through the same process, the cost of this process is particularly high in relation to the modest benefits for minor claims.

Our wage loss analysis provides further insights into the difference between high- and low-rated claims and examines the validity of the rating process for each type of claim. PPD claimants with the highest disability ratings should be those who suffer the greatest loss of ability to compete in an open labor market, i.e., those with the greatest wage losses. The wage loss study confirmed the general validity of ratings under the disability schedule. Among the small portion of claims with major injuries, disability ratings corresponded with wage loss. For example, applicants with the highest disability ratings, 36 to 99, had higher proportional wage losses than applicants with less seriously rated injuries, 21 to 35, who in turn had higher proportional wage losses than applicants with lower-rated injuries. Workers with higher disability ratings were less likely to return to or remain at work and, when at work, suffered greater losses in earnings.

However, the wage loss study also showed that among minor injury claims--the overwhelming bulk of PPD claims--there is little validity to disability ratings: Differences in disability ratings corresponded poorly with wage loss. As Table 1 shows, over the period of five years after the injury, there is very little relationship between the percentage of wage loss and disability rating for the lowest disability rating categories, 1-5, 6-10, and 11-20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disability Rating</th>
<th>Percentage of Wage Loss over 5 Years</th>
<th>Percentage of Wage Loss Replaced by Workers' Compensation Benefits</th>
<th>Percentage of Wage Loss over 5 Years</th>
<th>Percentage of Wage Loss Replaced by Workers' Compensation Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21-35</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-99</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even among the lowest disability ratings—ratings less than five—wage losses were large: On average, over the five years after the injury these claimants lost between 18 and 30 percent of earnings. The lack of a relationship between disability rating and wage loss for low-rated claims indicates that the present schedule poorly measures California's statutory basis for determining disability ratings—the loss of ability to compete. For the vast majority of claims, the validity of the disability rating is questionable.

Furthermore, the adequacy of workers' compensation benefits differed between major and minor claims. As Table 1 illustrates, workers' compensation benefits most fully replaced lost wages for claimants with major injuries, i.e., those with disability ratings above 20. Although applicants in this group experienced the greatest amount of lost work time, they also received the most benefits. If wage loss is measured conservatively, based on income while working, benefits replace more than the two-thirds goal. If wage loss is calculated fully to include time away from work, benefits replace about 50 percent of wage loss.

In contrast, workers' compensation benefits compensated only a small fraction of wage loss for the vast majority of workers with minor permanent partial disabilities. For instance, for workers with disability ratings 1-5, only 12 to 14 percent of wage loss is replaced. This group, along with all PPD applicants with disability ratings below 16, has not received an increase in PPD benefits since 1984.

Perhaps the most surprising and poorly understood result of our research is the large wage loss among workers with low-rated claims. We do not know if the injuries and resulting disabilities associated with the low ratings are in fact not as minor as the ratings suggest or, alternatively, if even modest workplace injuries may have consequences far beyond the resulting impairment. For example, these substantial wage losses might result from stigma associated with claiming permanent partial disability, disruption of career development, or strain on worker-employer relations because of the injury and/or claim. Similar wage losses have been found in studies of the effects of layoffs. Given the level of wage losses for workers with low disability ratings and the uncertainty about why the losses are so large, these findings should be examined through further empirical investigation of this issue.
6. Policy Recommendations

The qualitative and quantitative analyses described above provided the basis for the policy recommendations we made to the Commission on Health and Safety and Workers' Compensation.

We recommended that a task force be created to improve the validity, reliability, and efficiency of the PPD ratings process and the disability schedule used in that process. The task force should include a working group of persons with experience, technical skills, and the analytic perspective needed to consider and implement changes in the treatment of PPD claims in California. The task force should work in conjunction with and under the direction of a policy group that represents important interest groups in the workers' compensation community and that can help facilitate changes recommended by the task force.

We urged the task force to consider several policies suggested by our research findings. We briefly describe each of these below.

**Implement an elective fast-track system for compensating minor PPD claims.** The most consistent set of results in our research argues for adopting different procedures to deal more efficiently and fairly with minor PPD claims. Claims with disability ratings under 20 or 25 dominate the PPD claims volume, the indemnity and medical paid, and processing costs. Despite the relatively low stakes involved in each of these cases, they take years to resolve, clogging the courts and the caseloads for insurers, self-insured employers, and third-party administrators. Parties spend a great deal of money fighting over small differences in benefits, and the consequent congestion delays resolution of other, more serious claims, disadvantaging all injured workers. Furthermore, the resulting, usually modest differences in benefits are only weakly related to the real wage losses that workers sustain.

The proposed fast-track system could create a simple, objectively based administrative system to provide fixed and certain payments to claimants who meet certain specified criteria. Applicants could elect either the present system or the simplified administrative fast-track system and benefit levels would be similar under either system. Such a system should speed claims resolution for the vast majority of PPD claims.

The fast-track option would be available only to claimants with claims rated below 20 or 25, and only to those who have injuries that are acknowledged to be work-related. Employers could force a summary process to determine whether the injury was related to the worker's employment. The summary process would be handled quickly to ensure that applicants are not denied the principal advantage of the fast-track system--early resolution of their claims.

The fast track would be based on a schedule listing specific injuries that are documented by specific objective medical findings. Each scheduled injury would be associated with a...
non-negotiable flat payment; an applicant's eligibility for payment within any category would be determined by an evaluation from a treating doctor.

If an employer disputed the treating doctor's evaluation, the claim would be handled as it is now, by a panel of three physicians who are Qualified Medical Examiners. If an applicant did not accept the panel's evaluation, he/she could withdraw from the fast track and proceed along the normal workers' compensation track. Payment of the fast-track amount would serve as a final resolution of the indemnity rights for a particular claim.

The task force should be responsible for determining both the categories of injuries in the fast-track schedule and the payment amounts. Payment schedules should be developed using current payment patterns as well as information generated by the wage loss study about actual wage losses associated with particular injury types.

Claimants should be able to use applicant attorneys for counseling and advice regarding whether to choose the fast track. The amount of compensation for such services should be set so that attorneys are financially indifferent to an applicant's choice of track. This principle implies a lower rate of compensation for advising applicants under the fast-track system, since attorneys will be able to represent many more fast-track claims than those requiring ordinary litigation.

To implement the fast-track system, the task force will need to address a number of technical and strategic issues--for example, identifying injury categories that can be characterized by objective medical findings and that historically have received relatively homogeneous PPD payments. The task force will also need to consider how the availability of a fast, easy, and certain payment program will affect the number of workers who apply for PPD benefits.

**Revise the PPD schedule based on a wage loss approach.** We recommend the development of an empirically derived disability schedule based on an expansion of our wage loss study. This would require supplementing current limited information about medical conditions and occupations. Since the objective of an empirically derived workers' compensation schedule is to identify and appropriately weight each factor that might be related to an injured worker's wage loss, data should be collected for all elements of the present PPD schedule that the task force believes might be related to a worker's wage loss.

The *American Medical Association Guides* provides a potentially valuable source for identifying medical findings, tests, and other medical judgments that might appropriately be considered as elements of the revised schedule. Using the *Guides* to identify elements to include in the wage loss study does not suggest that the *Guides* should be adopted in their entirety. Finally, the task force should work with experienced raters, adjusters, and applicants' lawyers to identify other medical matters routinely used to evaluate and rate claims under the PPD schedule.
Revisions of the disability schedule should be sensitive to how such changes might affect the return of injured workers to meaningful employment as well as their retention on the job. As we suggest below, California should develop policies aimed at increasing return and retention of injured workers.

If California develops policies that are effective in returning and retaining injured workers, the relationships between particular injuries and wage losses are likely to change over time. Consequently, the task force, the Division of Workers' Compensation, or another appropriate entity should periodically update the wage loss study, test the validity of the then current schedule, and revise it as necessary.

**Develop and distribute a database on closed PPD claims.** The task force could facilitate more informed decisions by claimants and more consistent settlements by obtaining and providing claims-level data that track how claims are being resolved in the PPD system. These data would provide feedback to lawyers, applicants, employers, and insurance adjusters about historical patterns in claims resolution and could guide decisionmaking and help set reasonable expectations about resolving new claims. The availability of these sorts of data will help ensure a more informed and consistent set of practices and resolutions under the workers' compensation system, operating under either the current or a revised wage-loss-based schedule.

**Review strategies for increasing return to work.** The task force can draw upon both the wage loss study as well as a possible follow-up study of applicants and employers to better understand why injured workers have a low rate of return to work and why they experience episodic periods of employment and unemployment after their return. The task force should consider strategies for increasing return to work and employment stability after injury. As part of this consideration, the task force should monitor the effects of statutory attempts in other states to encourage return to work.

**Improve the consistency and predictability of the rating process.** Many people we interviewed expressed concern about the consistency and predictability of disability ratings. Such concerns seem inevitable given any process that attempts to impose simple, standardized ratings upon the complex variety of injuries and work requirements involved with workplace injuries. Our research suggests that problems of rating consistency and predictability exist in the current California disability rating schedule and are more severe for low-rated claims. This by itself can undermine the validity of the rating process.

However, the Division of Workers' Compensation and the DEU can improve the consistency and predictability of the rating process--and others' confidence in that process--by instituting routine procedures for testing the consistency of DEU raters. Such reliability checks would provide a measure of the overall reliability and consistency of the DEU rating process, identify troublesome areas of the disability schedule or types of claims that have comparatively low rating consistency, identify raters whose practices differ from those of most other raters, and provide the basis of materials used to train raters.
In addition to the proposals discussed above, we also recommended that the Division of Workers’ Compensation undertake several initiatives, including the following:

- Improve the utility of medical evaluations by developing mandated procedures for electronic filings of medical reports and developing, with the Industrial Medical Council, guides to aid doctors through the process of evaluating claims.
- Expedite claims resolution by mandating electronic filing of documents with the Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board, the court system used to process litigated workers' compensation claims.

We believe that most of these policy recommendations can be implemented in ways that produce general and shared benefits across the broad communities interested in California's workers' compensation system. Historically, workers' compensation in California has been highly politicized, with changes often more a matter of coalescence of several interest groups who impose a decision upon others. Our research points the way toward changes that would produce more efficient, appropriate, and rational treatment of workers who have permanent disabilities and suggests that the benefits of such changes might be shared among parties who, although adversaries in individual cases, share common interests in a fairer and less costly system. Our discussions with system participants and stakeholders suggest that there is a willingness to consider the reforms we have suggested and to share their possible benefits.